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Abstract
In Software-Defined Networks (SDN), the data and control plane is decoupled, and
managed by a centralized controller. The software-based central controller signifi-
cantly allows network engineers to manage network services through the abstraction
of high-level of functionality. It further enables network administrators to directly
programme the applications and network services, to fasten the network innovation,
radically simplifying and automate the management of complex networks at large
scale, and so on. However, despite of these attractive features, we identified two
major challenges in SDN and we aim to address those two major challenges in this
research work.
Firstly, at control plane, the software-based SDN controllers have an upper limit
to process flows per time, resulting in a significant delay in processing the additional
flows and overhead at the control plane. In such a case, it is critical to maintain
application specific Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Secondly, at the data
plane, we observed that there is limited exploration done in performance evaluation
of SDN switches. There are some real-world studies done, however, no theoretical tool
is yet explored to investigate the performance evaluation of SDN switches. Switches
are the first line of contacts for packets, and their performances typically attributed
to lack of resources, such as weak management on CPUs, limited Ternary Content
Addressable Memory (TCAM) table-size, and so on. This thesis aims to address these
two issues to give insights so that the control and data plane in SDN becomes more
effective, and reliable.
We address the first issue through developing an optimization framework in a
xv
distributed SDN architecture that provides flow-balancing (with guaranteed QoS)
in pro-active operations of SDN controllers, and attempts to optimize the use of
instance resources provisioning costs. We validate our solution using the tools of
queuing theory. Our studies indicate that with our solution, a network with minimum
resources and affordable cost with guaranteed application QoS can be set-up.
The second issue is overcome by proposing an analytical model for modeling an
SDN switch. Here, SDN switch performance is defined as the time that an SDN
switch needs to process packet without the interaction of controller. The capabilities
of queueing theory based M/Geo/1 model is adopted to analyze the key factors, flow-
table size, packet arrival rate, number of rules, and position of rules. The analytical
model is validated using extensive simulations and the study reveals that these factors
have significant influence on the performance of SDN switches.
Although the proposed methods in this thesis have addressed two critical issues
in SDN, some open issues are listed in the end of this thesis as an extension of the
presented work.
Keywords: Flow-balancing, performance evaluation, QoS aware routing, re-
sources and cost optimization, SDN switch modeling, SDN networks.
xvi
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Software Defined Networking
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging network architecture where net-
work control is decoupled from forwarding plane and is directly programmable. Tra-
ditional computer networks struggle to scale the needs and requirement of the current
Internet environment. We can say that the traditional networks are inadequate to
the level being required today. For example, the ever increasing costs of hardware
and software equipments, and in particular the dynamic environment and increasing
demands of modern data centers.
Furthermore, factors, such as: computing and storage virtualization, inadequa-
cies in today’s network, automation, multipathing, multi-tenancy and so on, have
ignite the innovation of SDN. Now, with lot of research efforts, SDN is designed to
work well, represents fundamental transformation from traditional switching to a new
programmable switching technology [1].
SDN represents a major technological shift from the traditional network protocols
and architectures. A typical SDN architecture is shown in Figure 1.1 [5]. The easy
1
 Figure 1.1: Typical Representation of SDN Technology.
way to understand SDN is to look from bottom up. The networking devices or
switches are acting as forwarding element, such as, SDN enabled or OpenFlow [2]
(OF) enabled routers, switches, and Access Points (APs). These devices contain
forwarding functionality for deciding what to do with the packets. These devices also
contain data/flow that invokes the forwarding decision. A flow is a set of packets
to be transfer from one end point to another end point. The end point is Virtual
Local Area Network (VLAN) end points, input/output ports, Internet Protocol (IP)
address, etc. A flow table resides on device/switch to decide what actions to perform
with incoming flows. As a switch receives a flow, the device consults with flow entries
or tables in series of its match. The device takes appropriate actions if the match
against the new flow finds in tables. Otherwise the switch can either drop the packets
or pass it to the controller.
At the control layer, the SDN controller is responsible for abstracting the network
2
of devices it controls and presenting that view to SDN applications running above.
The controller defines the flow on device, permits network to optimally forward pack-
ets and helps to respond the applications [3].
SDN applications are built on top of controllers. These applications should not
be confused with the application layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
model. The SDN applications are interfacing applications (APIs application inter-
face), with controller and other SDN devices to set proactive flows. For example,
controller decides to modify the flow based on the traffic intensity in the network. In
additional to this some flows are defined in response to packet forwarded to controller.
For example, if a controller receives flow to design new flow entry, the controller de-
signs and instructs the device in order to allow to respond locally next time device
sees a packet belonging to that flow. This is called reactive flow, for example, flow
generated by intrusion detection application is a reactive flow. Though OpenFlow is
defined as a standard protocol in SDN communication, but alternatives are there too
which are discussed in coming sections [4].
Typical comparisons of Software Defined Networking and Traditional Networking
are given in Table 1.1.
1.2 Motivation
After extensive literature review and careful reading about SDN architecture and
work flow, we identify and attempt to address two major challenges in this thesis.
The challenges are: a) performance analysis at control plane, and b) performance
analysis at data plane. In the following two subsections, we will present an adequate
motivation to tackle these issues, respectively.
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Table 1.1: SDN vs. Traditional networking
Traditional Networking Software Defined Networking
1.
Complex network control requires
new protocol per application.
Decoupling of data and control
plane and programmability with
unified OpenFlow protocol.
2.
Static configuration and manual
control handling.
Automated and centralized control,
dynamic global control.
3.
Testing ideas on running network is
almost impossible because of closed
vendor environment.
Open new vistas to test ideas, quick
deployment and updating network
possibilities by promoting indepen-
dence and autonomy in devices.
1.2.1 Control Plane Performance Issue
In Software-Defined Networks, the data and control plane is decoupled and managed
by a centralized controller [6]. The software-based central controller significantly
allows network engineers to manage network services through the abstraction of high-
level of functionality. It further enables network administrators to directly programme
the applications and network services, to fasten the network innovation, radically
simplifying and automate the management of complex networks at large scale, and
so on. However, the software-based SDN controllers have an upper limit to process
flows at per time, resulting in a significant delay in processing the additional flows
and overhead at the control plane [7].
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To emphasize more, in SDN, the intelligence is pulled out from data plane plat-
form onto the centralized controller. The software based centralized controller is
insufficient to process large number of new flows (since the controller has upper limit
to process flows per time), in a reasonable time, resulting in a significant overhead at
the control plane. The delay, caused by a high frequency of new flows at per time, in
processing the flows at controller also affects the forwarding plane performance, i.e.,
the flow-setup time of a switch increases which affects both the switch throughput
and application latency.
Overall, the delay makes it difficult to maintain the network performance includ-
ing the application specific Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, and delay in the
management-control channel between the switch and the controller [8]. In such a
case, it is critical to maintain application specific QoS requirements [9]- [11].
To address this QoS issue at control layer, scientists proposed some methods to
improve the performance (we define this as QoS of interactive media applications),
but in reality, most of the existing methods are only applicable under static traffic
conditions. Yao et al. found that to minimize the switch-controller propagation
latency, the load on the controllers should not exceed the upper capacity [12]. Rath
et al. proposed that to improve the controller performance, the load on the controller
should be uniformly distributed so that the application latency can be minimized and
the controller maximum utilization can be achieved [11]. This motivated researchers
to investigate solutions that must be topology independent, and perform dynamic
selection of controllers.
Furthermore, in order to enhance the performance, researchers try to evaluate con-
troller capacity, and place intelligence in OpenFlow switches. Researchers observed
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that it is actually not necessary, in many scenarios, to evaluate the controller per-
formance because the key factor that matters is the end-to-end delay. Also, placing
intelligence into the switches is a contradiction to the definition of SDN [9]. However,
how much intelligence is pulled onto the controller and how much is to remain in data
plane elements depend on the individual vendor and network requirements.
Now, given that the performance is satisfactorily maintained by proposing novel
design algorithms and architectures, is there any single performance enhancing method-
ology that best fits on all complex, heterogeneous, and multi-vendor operated SDN
environments?
Now, again assume that the whole network is replaced with SDN enabled devices,
therefore, the performance is no longer a critical issue. However, we emphasize that
it will still not be possible for all underlying switches (both hardware and software
switches) to have similar hardware capabilities and control software behaviors. These
diversities significantly affect the performance and are always a critical issue [13].
Researchers observed that decentralized SDN architectures can effectively allevi-
ate the performance issues i.e., to maintain the specified QoS requirements of the
interactive media applications, and further helps to alleviate the scalability prob-
lem [9], [14]- [17]. Researchers emphasize that the distributed deployment of SDN
controllers is inevitable, and this has gained a predominant position.
From our extensive literature review, we observed that in order to maintain QoS,
to invest more resources in the network is a general solution, and the discussed issue
is not any different from traditional distributed networks. However, with the current
SDN trends, scientists identify a few concerns.
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1. In large scale distributed SDN architectures, the control layer composed of ge-
ographically distributed controllers must be able to optimize the number of
controllers, locations, and their workload [8]. Furthermore, the control layer
must be able to satisfy the performance metrics [10], robust enough to failures,
to intelligently distribute flows to reduce data loss, effectively able to optimize
the overhead generated by distributed controllers, highly synchronized to con-
sistently update the shared network information [8], [17], and so on.
2. The high load on controller leads to high failure probability and in some cases
cause cascading failures of other controllers in distributed networking [8].
3. The inherent key limitations that can further degrade the application specified
QoS are, i) the limited processing capabilities of logical or Virtual Machine (VM)
based controllers and, ii) the service providers specify a limitation of concurrent
virtual machines instances that are available to an account, e.g., this limit is 20
in Amazon EC2 [18]. Therefore, it becomes essential to effectively analyze that
are current resources allocated to maximize performance and minimize costs
and maintaining QoS problems? [19].
On one hand, more resources can significantly reduce the response time of con-
troller to execute a task, and helps to maintain the QoS and eventually gives more
revenues to industry. However, on the other hand, facilitating more resources increase
the infrastructure and operational cost as well as cost of power consumption, and the
cost of energy. This can counterweight the revenue [20]. Thus, maintaining QoS is
crucial since it dominates the operational cost.
From this discussion, we can notice that, in order to guarantee a pressed response
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time, more resources should be invested, which in turn increase provisioning cost (and
vice-versa). Hence, factors such as response time, resources required, and associated
operational cost have a mutual and significant dependencies on each other. Therefore,
it is essential to research feasible methods to maintain QoS and optimize resources
provisioning cost without affecting enterprise profit.
Here, we emphasize that although each of this aspect (QoS, resource management,
and cost minimization) has been addressed in existing research [11], [15], [21]- [25],
there is almost no work that addresses all of them simultaneously.
To fill this gap, we propose a solution that provides flow-balancing of SDN con-
trollers that addresses QoS requirements. Furthermore, with our flow-balancing based
solution we attempt to optimize the use of instance resources allocated and opera-
tional costs to the controller. One can argue that the industry-grade controllers are
possibly to be deployed either in conjunction with load balancers or in configurations
that provide load balancing and high availability inherently. This eventually helps to
maintain QoS. However, we researched that any of the existing flow-balancing con-
figurations would not immediately solve all aspects of the problem being approached.
There has been almost similar research done in other areas such as economical mod-
eling and resources optimization [16], [25].
However, research in SDN environment is at an early stage and network perfor-
mance is mainly examined by real-world experiments without mathematical models.
This is our motivation to explore QoS aware flow-balancing methods that jointly
considers resource management and cost optimization issues.
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1.2.2 Data Plane Performance Issue
We observed that recent studies in Software-Defined Networking have analyzed con-
troller performance in order to optimize the network performance. However, we ob-
served that there is very limited exploration done in the performance evaluation of
SDN switches.
Switches are the first line of contacts for packets, and their performances typically
attributed to lack of resources, such as weak management on CPUs, limited Ternary
Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) table-size, and so on. Real-world experimen-
tal studies have revealed and emphasized that the analyzing and understanding of the
SDN switch performance characteristics, such as packet arrival rate, number of rules
(flow-table entries), and position of rules, are inevitable for ensuring the successful
deployment of data plane [26], [27], [28].
In [26], the authors concluded that high packet arrival rate beyond the limited
processing capability of SDN switch adversely increases the service time of switch.
This further affects the control plane performance, i.e., throughput and latency. It
is also shown in [27] and [28] that due to the limited TCAM flow-table size, the
performance of a switch drops as the number of rules increases. A single rule can
degrade the flow-table update rate of a switch by an order of magnitude. This greatly
impacts on the cost of filling the flow-table with additional rules [29].
Software-based switches seem an alternative as they can store more rules, but
compromised with a slow processing ability. Furthermore, researchers revealed that
the position of rules has a great impact on switch response time to flows [27], [28]. This
is due to both the hardware and software-based switches having their own processing
abilities.
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These diverse characteristics adversely affect the typical flow-setup process and
increase the average response time of flows, and then the cost of rule caching [29].
Furthermore, they violate the application specific Quality of Service requirements [30],
which further greatly affects the required QoS for re-routing operations. Overall, they
have influence on the data plane performance. Hence, analyzing switch performance
itself is critical and is of great concern.
There are only few real-world studies done that have analyzed switch perfor-
mance [26], [27], [28]. Although the experiments conducted on real test-beds have
their own advantage, unfortunately not every research organization can set-up an
expensive SDN test-bed. Therefore, analytical models are highly desirable for re-
searchers to investigate and predict the behavior of SDN switches [31]. To date,
almost none of the existing studies analytically evaluate SDN switch performance.
Motivated by this, a queueing theory based M/Geo/1 mathematical model [18] is
adopted to conduct performance evaluation of SDN switches.
1.3 Research Questions
In this section, we will introduce the research questions examined in each chapter in
detail. With the adequate motivation mentioned above, we have formulated critical
concerns at SDN’s control plane and at data plane respectively. We define these
challenges as below.
10
1.3.1 QoS Aware Flow-balancing and Resource Management
Scheme at Control Layer
A general QoS aware flow-balancing and resource management scheme in distributed
Software-Defined Networks not proposed so far. This is a very critical challenge and
the solution to this challenge will helps to alleviate the control layer issues, example,
optimal number of controllers, their workload, and placement. In this thesis we alle-
viate this challenge and our solution especially helps the rapidly growing small scale
SDN enterprise which are always pragmatic with Information Technology resources
allocation and prudent with spending of their financial resources.
To address this challenge, in this thesis we discussed that the complex, hetero-
geneous, and hierarchical SDN deployments affect the application performance and
end-user experience. Following this, we analytically studied that the flow arrival rate,
number of required resources and associated cost have mutual dependencies that af-
fects controller’s response time.
We showed that effective flow-balancing strategies resulting in resources minimiza-
tion, cost savings, and QoS improvements. We revealed that controller’s high service
capability is always better than deploying multiple controllers with low service rate.
1.3.2 Performance Analysis of SDN Switch at Data Plane
An analytical model to study the performance of Software-Defined Network switches
is currently not available. In this line, we exploit the capabilities of queueing the-
ory based M/Geo/1 model to analyze the key factors, flow-table size, packet arrival
rate, number of rules, and position of rules. The analytical model is validated using
extensive simulations. Our study reveals that these factors have significant influence
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on the performance of SDN switches.
In order to address this challenge, our analytical study reveals that the decisive
factors of switch’s mean response time are: packet arrival rate, number of flow-table
entries, and position of the targeting rule by a corresponding packet. To analyze the
above challenges the approaches involve the queuing theory and probability theory.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This section aims to establish the structural organization of the thesis. According to
two research issues addressed in this thesis, the chapters are organized as follows.
• Chapter 2 introduces the preliminary knowledge and a comprehensive survey
adopted in this thesis, including some basic concepts of SDN and network anal-
ysis models using queuing theory. Efforts have been given to identify various
research directions and emerging research issues.
• Chapter 3 presents a distributed decision based flow-balancing scheme. We study
the inter-dependencies of the issues such as application specific QoS require-
ments, resources and operational cost minimization, simultaneously. We pro-
pose a QoS aware distributed decision based flow-balancing scheme, in order to
guarantee the specified QoS performance metrics, and helps in minimizing the
resources and operational cost.
• Chapter 4 focuses on the performance analysis of Software-Defined Network
switch. This chapter specifically investigates how to model an SDN switch.
The aim of this investigation is to propose an analytical model to study the
performance of Software-Defined Network switches.
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• Chapter 5 presents some possible suggestions and extensions for further re-
search. In particular, we examine the impact of this novel technological shift in
networking on other technologies, e.g., Internet of Things (IoT).
• Chapter 6 summarize the thesis and highlights key investigations.
To maintain the readability, each chapter is organized in a self-contained format,
and some essential contents, e.g., definitions are briefly recounted in related chapters.
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Chapter 2
Literatur Review
This chapter provides an extensive literature review about the research challenges ad-
dressed in this thesis. We first introduce some concepts related to Software-Defined
Network, its work flow, and then related works in-line to research challenges. We
review the existing approaches and analyze their pros and cons. Furthermore, we
summarize the analysis and comparative studies, and conclude the perspective re-
search challenges.
2.1 Background
Immigrant Paul Baran, a researcher working at Rand Corporation US in 1960s pro-
posed to transmit the voice signals of phone in form of packet data that could travel
autonomously through the network [1]. To further increase the packet forwarding
intelligence for different reasons such as developing fine grained traffic forwarding de-
cision to save bandwidth and increase network performance, Policy Based Routing
(PBR) methods were proposed [4]. At that stage a new term Flow was generated to
describe particular set of traffic between two end points that receive the same for-
warding treatment. PBR defines a set of criteria (commonly known as match-action
14
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Figure 2.1: Early efforts of SDN and major technical communities in ONF.
criteria in SDN) that determines whether an incoming packet corresponds to a partic-
ular flow or not. This was a centralized approach of programming forwards rules that
has provided further under piping for SDN technology. In this regard we can incorpo-
rate PBR at the ground level of SDN. Figure 2.1 illustrates the early efforts of SDN
and major Open Networking Foundation’s (ONF) technical communities (Operator,
Services, Specifications, and Market) responsible for various tasks.
From its birth, SDN has been based on the notion of constructing forwarding tables
defining actions to take on flow rather than having forwarding tables merely map
destination address to output port [3]. Over time networking functions moved from
software to hardware such as ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and
Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM). As time passed networking of devices
has become increasingly complex. This is due in part to the existing independent and
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autonomous design of devices that makes it necessary for so much intelligence being
placed inside each device. This made the functionality in some ways very simple but
made the device more complicated because of the difficult handshake and trade-offs
between handling packets in hardware versus software [14]. With time, researchers
attempted to move control off the device to place into centralized controller that is
having a full network view and the ability to make optimal forwarding and routing
decisions [3]. Control software means the intelligence that determines optimal paths
and responds to outages and new networking demands. Forwarding responsibilities
implemented in hardware tables, filtering based on ACLs and traffic prioritization are
enforced locally on device remain on the device [4]. The forwarding table on hardware
device is available to be programmed by external software controller. Above the
controller the network application runs, implementing higher level functions, involving
to make decisions to best manage the traffic and network.
There is a steady progression of solutions and ideas around advancing networking
technology prior to OpenFlow. The early efforts include, MPLS (1990) to separate
control software, establishing semi-static forwarding paths for flows in traditional
routers, Devolved Control of ATM Network (DCAN) to separate control and for-
warding plane in ATM Switches (1997) and Open Signaling (1997) began with ATM
Switches [4]. Forward and Control Element separation (ForCES) (2003), 4D named
after four plane decisions (2004) and Ethane (2006) are all known as precursors of
SDN [4]. Although all these solutions adequately and automatically reconfigure the
edge network, the static and manually configured core of the network remains the
same [7]. The long awaited solution of this problem is now available in the form of
OpenFlow (2008) [2].
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After this careful reading of SDN’s history and background, we can strictly say
that the concept of decoupling the data and control planes in Software-Defined Net-
working is not new. It first found favor in “Intelligent Networks” few decades ago.
Now, SDN in its modern sense, triggers the interest in the concept due to two main
reasons: lower cost per bit transportation, and boosting revenues that industries are
generating from new services.
Now, in the following literature, we will provide basic switching operation of SDN
in today’s world.
2.2 Basic Switching Operation of OpenFlow
The basic switching operation of OpenFlow, as shown in Figure 2.2, is that a switch
evaluates every incoming flow independently, finds a matching flow against it, and
performs the associated action. If there is a match the old rule is overwritten or
rejected if the overlap flag is set. This obviously has an impact on performance
based on the number of rules that already exist. If an incoming packet matches
any flow-table entry, then a switch takes certain action, e.g., forwarding, dropping,
broadcasting of flow etc. If a packet match multiple flow-entries, then the rule with
high priority and its action is applied on the packet. Packets, only, that neither match
any flow-entry of the flow-tables is sent to the controller.
If no match is found, the switch forwards packet to controller for getting instruc-
tions on how to deal with packet. The SDN controller populates the switch with flow
table entries. Typically controller updates switches with new flow entries as new flow
patterns are received. Wild card rules are also accepted. In order to better com-
prehend, we explain SDN’s work-flow again in Figure 2.3, which shows a high level
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Figure 2.2: SDN OpenFlow switching.
view of SDN architecture and work flow. The SDN architecture decouples network
control and forwarding functions, enabling network control to become directly pro-
grammable and the underlying infrastructure to be abstracted from applications and
network services [5]. A switch evaluates every incoming flow independently, finds a
matching flow against it, and performs the associated action. If no match is found,
the switch forwards packet to controller for getting instructions on how to deal with
the packet. Based on the defined intelligent policies, the controller takes decision and
updates/populates the switch with the new flow table entries. Please note, however,
that only the first packet belonging to a particular flow goes to the controller, while
subsequent packets that belong to the same flow get queued at the switch.
Typically, the controller updates switches with the new flow entries as new flow
patterns are received. SDN controller, the brain of the network, offers a centralized
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view of the overall network, and enables network administrators to dictate to the un-
derlying systems how the forwarding plane should behave. It acts as strategic control
point to manage flow control to the switches/routers via southbound Application Pro-
gramming Interfaces (APIs) and the applications and business logic via northbound
APIs.
We emphasize that one should not believe that SDN is just a dynamic forwarding
update technology. Forwarding updates occur in modern non-SDN environment too,
and in terms of industry value, forwarding updates are at the low end of the scale.
In reality, the decoupling of planes and the programming flexibility allow the SDN
elements, especially the switches, to behave as firewalls, load balancers, routers, and
so on.
Thus, the key features of SDN that make it novel from the existing network trends
are: control plane and data plane decoupling, a centralized control entity and view
of the network, an Open Interface among control and data plane devices, and the
programmability of the network by external applications.
2.3 SDN Devices
An SDN device is composed of a packet-processing function, i.e., packet processing
software, an abstraction layer and API for communication with controller. In physical
switch the packet processing function is embedded in hardware.
Packet processing function is responsible for taking actions such as forwarding
packets locally, based on evaluating each packet independently and finding the highest
priority match. In case of no match found, packets are forwarded to controller this
process is called consuming the packet. Few years back, the packet processing was
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completely on software based action, we called it Software Switch such as routers.
But over time with ASICs development, hardware switches are preferred because
they can process the packets at line rate. More recently, a role has reemerged into
software switch using in data centers, such as virtual switches to constitute a virtual
network. Given the general detail of SDN devices, firstly the following literature
explain software switch and then hardware switch. Secondly the literature also shed
a light on flow table.
2.3.1 Software Switch
SDN software switches shown in Figure 2.4 is the easiest means of creating an SDN
device where flow tables, flow entries and match field are simply mapped to general
software, such as arrays and hash tables. The behavior of different software switches
developed by different developers will behave consistently than will two hardware
implementations. Conversely, they are likely to be slower and less efficient since they
do not benefit any hardware acceleration. Network devices that runs at Gbps speed
are only feasible by hardware switches. But software devices implementation suffers
less form resource constraints because power and memory are not the real issues.
Whereas hardware comparatively device can only support limited flow entries. Soft-
ware switch implementation are more flexible to perform complex actions therefore a
richer set of actions that SDN software switch can perform is expected. These kind of
switches are most likely found in software based network devices such as hypervisor
of virtualization network [9].
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2.3.2 Hardware Switch
Hardware switch promise to operate much faster than software switches, hence are
more productive, effective and useful in performance sensitive domains such as net-
work cores. Special hardware design shown in Figure 2.5 are currently used by net-
works to facilitate packet matching operation. This hardware contains 2 -3 layer
forwarding tables usually implemented using ternary content addressable memory.
Layer-3 forwarding table is used to perform fundamental operation of router, i.e.,
IP-level routing decision whereas Layer-2 forwarding table is used for making MAC
level forwarding decision. In Layer 3, depending on subnet mask multiple table entry
may match the search key to achieve the goal i.e. to determine the closet match for
packet forwarding. Although the processing is at line rate of packet-match actions
but series of limitations are associated with hardware switches such as: table size may
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Figure 2.5: SDN hardware switch.
limit the flow entries, table capabilities can limit the breadth and depth of special
feature supported, inconsistencies among vendor implementation etc. that limits the
scaling of network and thus are nebulous issues.
2.3.3 Flow Tables
Flow tables are the fundamental data structures to allow the device to evaluate packet
for appropriate action based on 12 tuples of packet known as match fields. Actions
may include forwarding packet to specific port, dropping the packet, flooding the
packet on all ports, among others. Match fields are used to compare against each
packet. Match files can also have wildcard for fields that are not relevant to specific
match. For example when matching is based on MAC and TCP/UDP port, all the
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other fields are irrelevant and are wild carded. The flow table and entries allow de-
velopers to construct a wide range of possibilities for match-action concept. Multiple
tables are also possible in SDN.
2.3.4 SDN Controller
The principle object of the controller is to view the complete network (statistics)
and implement and enforce policy decisions (forwarding, redirecting, load balanc-
ing etc.). Controller has its own set of applications modules. These are known as
SDN applications. The communication within SDN applications is called northbound
communication via northbound API, such as: Python, Java, REST API, etc. The
southbound communication between controller and switch devices is with OpenFlow.
SDNi is exchange message among multiple SDN domain for interconnectivity. There
are number of implementation of SDN controller both open source and commercial
controller. Open source such as NOX (Java based) and Floodlight, Ruby-based Trema
controller and OpenDaylight.
There are potential issues associated with the controller design. Issues related
to application prioritization and flow handling are crucial ones. Which application
should receive an event first? Which application to handle first in case if multiple
application running northbound. Flows are processed in priority order in SDN tech-
nology. But within single application running on SDN, prioritization correctly for
the flows on SDN is crucial. If they are not, the resulting output is upsetting. How
the controller does appropriately interleaves the flows from all applications, such as
whom to give priority by controller; either load balance or network security? This
is a very challenging area in single SDN controller. Thus traffic engineering is very
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Table 2.1: Players in SDN Ecosystem
Area SDN Players
Academic Stanford, UC Berkeley, Indiana University
Industry HP, NTT, Microsoft Labs
Equipment manufac-
turer
Cisco, Brocade, HP, Arista, Startups
Software vendor VMWare, BigSwitch, Microsoft, Startups
Silicon vendor Intel, Broadcom etc.
Enterpriser Google, Amazon, Facebook, Verizon etc.
Standard bodies ONF, IETF
challenging at both the control and data plane.
2.4 Open Networking Foundation and Players of
SDN
SDN technology is rapidly gaining momentum in wireless domain, carrier networks,
optical networks, campus networks, hospitality networks etc. There are many players
in the SDN ecosystem, such as: academic researchers, industry research labs, network
equipment manufacturer, software vendor, silicon vendor, enterprise and standard
bodies and industry alliances etc. as shown in Table 2.1.
OpenFlow was developed by researchers to begin experiments and innovate with
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new protocols. The specifications of OpenFlow encourage vendors to implement and
enable OpenFlow in switches and other products. OpenFlow protocol delineates to
use it between the controller and switch, hence a unified control protocol comes into
existence.
Before 2011 the OpenFlow standards and protocol versions had been designed by
Stanford University. Open Networking Foundation [33], a new autonomous body was
formed in 2011 by companies including Google, Facebook, Cisco system and Microsoft
to design the standards for OpenFlow. Various research groups are working towards
designing SDN OpenFlow specification, configuration, management protocols, and so
on. The Extensibility working group focuses on SDN deployment in wireless (IEEE
802.XX) and telecom sector. It is important to note that ONF has introduced, 64
OpenFlow products to market, and more than 20 members have demonstrated inter-
operability of OpenFlow standards till date.
2.5 Research Labs
ONF has approved a few Labs dedicated for testing of OpenFlow networking prod-
ucts, technologies and solutions through industry collaboration and also to student
internships.
1. Beijing Internet Institute (BII), China. http://www.biigroup.com/
2. Criterion Network Labs, Bangalore, India. http://www.criterionnetworks.com/lab/
3. Indiana Center for Network Translational Research and Education (InCNTRE),
Indiana, USA. http://www.incntre.iu.edu/
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4. Network Benchmarking Lab (NBL) at National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan.
https://www.nbl.org.tw/
5. Telecommunication Technology Labs (CTTL) hosted by China Academy Telecom-
munication Research of MIIT (CATR) Beijing, China, http://english.catr.cn/
6. University of New Hampshire Interoperability Lab (UNH-IOL) Durham, New
Hampshire, USA https://www.iol.unh.edu/
2.5.1 Test Bed and Troubleshooting Tools
Table 2.2 highlights the most common SDN simulation tools used by researchers
nowadays. But till 2010, to choose appropriate prototyping tool to simulate ideas
had been a challenge because real test bed was expensive and out of reach from most
scientists.
Lantza et al. designed Mininet to support collaborative network research [34],
which is a flexible, deployable, interactive, scalable, realistic and at the most share-
able software simulation tool. Virtual Machines (VMs) can be created to test desired
network behaviour with OpenFlow. This is a python based open source tool. At
the same time, it is critical in SDN to detect and debug the failures in large scale
network. Scott et al. argued that concise and specific policies and more sophisticated
tools are required for the testing of SDN large scale networks [35]. Because SDN
software stacks itself in a complex distributed system and the working of SDN is, in a
challenging, synchronous and failure prone environment. They developed a tool called
W3 to troubleshoot bugs in SDN control software. W3 stands for “What network
problem exist?” “Where the problem arises first in the software?” and “When the
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Table 2.2: SDN Simulation Tools
Tool/Reference
Methodolgy
Mininet [34] Using lightweight OS containers to emulating hosts and switches
in a network.
W3 [35]
A gdb-like debugger for OpenFlow based networks.
FatTire [36]
Provides complier target fault tolerance requirement.
fs-sdn [37]
Enabling direct use of OpenFlow controller components.
triggering event happened?.” Corresponding checking and simulation based causal
interference are the two approaches designed in W3. This tool successfully tested
on various SDN platforms but still needs many rounds of improvement to fully reap
its benefits in large scale enterprise domain. Reitblatt et al. developed a declarative
language “FatTire” for developers to express fault tolerance requirements and provide
complier that targets SDN fast-failover mechanism [36]. Further, fs-sdn has been
recently designed by Mukta et al. that offers simulation at large scale in comparison
to Mininet [37].
Now, in the following two sections, we analyze the existing research methods for
our research challenges respectively.
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2.6 QoS Aware Flow-balancing and Resource Man-
agement Scheme at Control Layer
The QoS concern was first introduced in SDN by Heller et al. [10]. The authors
considered the controller to switch distance aiming to reduce end-to-end delay and
to determine optimal number of controllers. The authors have not considered the
workload of the controllers, thus their solution is not adaptive to dynamic traffic
behavior. Further, the resource utilization concept is also not considered. Hilmi et
al. [15] proposed distributed QoS architecture aiming to compute constrained short-
est path (CSP). They evaluated the architecture primarily on video quality jitters
and analyzed the communication costs, and has not considered flow-balancing and
resource minimization factors.
In [24] the authors proposed heuristic algorithm to dynamically adjust the con-
troller load, based on average flow requests. However, they have not considered
multiple factors into account, which we have integrally considered in this work. Fur-
thermore, few researchers have proposed per-flow based QoS monitoring and routing
at data plane. However, this is not possible at routers edge because of its limited
capabilities [6], [8], [38].
Lin et al., with objective of cost optimization, proposed flow-balancing and con-
troller placement algorithm [39]. They proposed to place an identical VM that must
maintain the SLA between two data centers. The approach is highly useful, but,
is very complex to adopt in real-world environment, because, data center’s traffic
dynamics change very frequently.
Thus, it is very challenging to have an intelligent algorithm capable to quickly
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parse and respond the topology graph (that also changes quickly) and scale to thou-
sand of service, in a very short time. In [25], the authors proposed that controller’s
response time must meet delay bounds, but this work is not directly aligned with our
work.
Furthermore, the existing solutions proposed that the central controller deter-
mines the number of controllers required and their placement. Also, these solu-
tions are topology dependent, and as the network diameter grows, they become non-
scalable [11], [40]. Furthermore, they are only applicable at static traffic or load con-
ditions. Besides, Onix [21] proposed a novel strategy to scale the network. But, the
database that collects the network state information operates asynchronously and no
QoS guarantees are given. HyperFlow [22] and DIFANE [23] introduces new function-
alities, in order to balance flows, in switches to reduce controller load. Researchers
argue that adding new functionalities at data plane breaks the general concept of
SDN [40].
Based on our extensive study, we notice that none of the existing research work
has considered flow-balancing and minimizing resources and associated cost together.
Further, we observed that the community needs a solution that must be topology
independent and adaptive to traffic dynamics. The number of resources can be mini-
mized such that the response time of controller can meet a given delay bound. Thus,
we treat this problem having multiple constraints. We emphasize again that our solu-
tion has jointly considered multiple factors into account and attempted to reduce the
resources requirement and minimize the cost and maintain the application specific
QoS constraints.
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2.6.1 Comparison of the Existing Solutions With Our Solu-
tion
We propose a solution that provides flow-balancing of SDN controllers that addresses
QoS requirements and attempts to optimize the use of instance resources allocated
and operational costs to the controller. One can argue that the industry-grade con-
trollers are possibly to be deployed either in conjunction with load balancers or in
configurations that provide load balancing and high availability inherently. This
eventually helps to maintain QoS. However, we observed that any of the existing
flow-balancing configurations would not immediately solve all aspects of the problem
being approached.
There has been almost similar research done in other areas, such as economical
modeling and resources optimization. However, research in SDN environment is at an
early stage and network performance is examined by real-world experiments without
mathematical models.
Our proposed distributed decision based flow-balancing scheme is different from
the existing works in two ways: i) firstly, we address QoS, resource management, and
cost factors simultaneously, and ii) secondly, none of the existing works deals with per
flow-based QoS management and diversion of flows. The existing solutions, [10], [21]-
[40], determined the load on the controller based on the PACKET-IN events. When-
ever an average number of flow-requests (PACKET-IN events) exceeds the threshold
of total flow-request rate of controller, then the controller balanced its load on other
controllers in the network. The controller diverts all additional incoming events onto
peers, uniformly.
We emphasize that flow-based traffic diversion is possible using flow-based SDN
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Figure 2.6: A high level view of SDN switch architecture.
monitoring tools [8]. Furthermore, as opposed to the related works, we do not find the
optimal solution in dynamic SDN environments, rather we attempted to investigate
the feasibility and significant benefits of the proposed flow-balancing solution.
This solution (benefits brought by our consideration, i.e., integrated study of
QoS, resources, and cost) will helps to alleviate the control layer issues, example,
optimal number of controllers, their workload, and placement. Furthermore, our
solution will especially helps the rapidly growing small scale SDN enterprise which
are always pragmatic with Information Technology resources allocation and prudent
with spending of their financial resources.
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2.7 Performance Analysis of SDN Switch at Data
Plane
The 3-tier SDN switch architecture, shown in Figure 2.6 [26], includes three key
components, i.e., communication layer, proprietary layer, and hardware component
layer. The communication layer, using an embedded software agent, is responsible
for information exchange between the switch and controller. The proprietary layer
interprets vendor specific software to device specific commands and configuration.
The hardware component layer consists multiple silicon flow-tables. A number of
hybrid OpenFlow switches offer two different sets of tables simultaneously: 1) multiple
physical tables based on TCAM which is only used for Layer 2 matching and for fast
path packet processing, and 2) multiple virtual software tables for everything else.
When a new packet arrives at the switch, it needs to go through the flow-table to
check if there is an existing match-fields and priority. For this, there are a couple of
different ways that lookups are performed, which certainly has an impact on switch
performance. Furthermore, if the flow-table is not sorted then one needs to check
against every flow or rule in the table. However, the time taken for the check can
vary based on a number of factors, e.g., the number of match fields to be checked, the
performance impact of multiple tables, and the impact of different OpenFlow versions
(i.e., the number of match fields used in v1.0 versus v1.3).
The analysis of these factors is out of the scope of this thesis but can be addressed
in future. Nevertheless, they necessitate the importance of looking into the switch
performance even without the switch-controller interaction.
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There are a few real-world experimental studies done that analyzed switch per-
formance. In [26], the authors concluded that switch diversity leads to inefficient
switch resource usage and affects application performance. Further, Katta et al. [27]
summarized that rule-splicing makes effective use of limited TCAM resource/space.
The authors of [28] emphasized that switch performance depends on multiple factors,
such as: flow-table size, packet arrival rate, etc.
Therefore, in this thesis we analytically evaluate these key factors. Modeling
and analyzing the performance of switches is extremely useful in gaining a deeper
understanding of switches. Furthermore, this helps to show insights as how much
data can be pumped into the network given the average delay requirements.
2.7.1 Comparison of the Existing Solutions and Our Contri-
bution
Although the experiments conducted on real test-bed have their own advantage, un-
fortunately not every research organization can set up an expensive SDN test-bed.
Therefore, analytical models are highly desirable for researchers to investigate and
predict the behavior of SDN switches [31]. To date, almost none of the existing studies
analytically evaluate SDN switch performance.
Motivated by this, a queueing theory based [32]M/Geo/1 mathematical model [18]
is adopted to conduct performance evaluation of SDN switches. A switch is mod-
eled as a M/Geo/1 system, where the incoming packets obey a Poisson distribu-
tion [51], [42], [43] and the service rate (rule based match-action packet processing of
SDN switch) obeys a geometric distribution [18]. Based on this model, we determined
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the average response time of SDN switch for a new incoming packet for which an ex-
isting flow-table entry (or matching rule) is already available in the flow-table of the
switch. As reported in [42], in a typical running SDN environment, the probability
of new flows (packets whose match-action criteria are missing in switch table-entry)
is about 4%. Thus, we do not consider the feedback case in this research. We can
safely use this model for the sole purpose of analyzing the average response time of
SDN switch that needs to process packet without the switch-controller interaction.
Furthermore, we have seen few research work done that analyse switch perfor-
mance. Authors [52] characterize maximum size of hardware flow tables for each
switch including the behaviour of a rule promotion engine that moves the rules be-
tween tables. In [53] authors revealed a severe impact on the performance of TCP-
based network traffic among different switches. In another study [54], researchers
propose a flow routing and splitting (FRS) algorithm, from the perspective of Traffic
Engineering (TE) performance, to maximize link utility. Further, to boost OpenFlow
control-plane message exchange performance, a new design and implementation for
OpenvSwitch running on Linux is proposed [55]. In spite of these research work, we
have integrally studied different performance factor. None of the above cited work
have considered them simultaneously.
In the next Chapter, we describe our proposed method and appropriate system
modeling using queuing theory based M/M/1 and M/M/m theoretical tools [32],
respectively, for our first research challenge. Further, we provide performance evalu-
ation of the proposed method and discussions in this area.
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Chapter 3
Performance Analysis and
Optimization at Control Plane
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on a general QoS aware flow-balancing and resource management
scheme in distributed Software-Defined Networks.
Due to the limited service capabilities of centralized controllers, it is difficult
to process high volume of flows within reasonable time. This particularly degrades
the Quality of Service requirements of interactive media applications, which is a
non-negligible factor. To alleviate this concern, distributed deployments of Software-
defined Network controllers are inevitable and have gained a predominant position.
However, to maintain application specific QoS requirements, the number of resources
used in network directly impacts the capital (CAPEX) and operational expenditure
(OPEX).
Hence, in distributed SDN architectures, issues such as flow arrival rate, resources
required and operational cost have significant mutual dependencies on each other.
Therefore, it is essential to research feasible methods to maintain QoS and minimize
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resources provisioning cost. Motivated from this, we propose a solution in a dis-
tributed SDN architectures that provides flow-balancing (with guaranteed QoS) in
pro-active operations of SDN controllers, and attempt to optimize the use of instance
resources provisioning costs. We validate our solution using the tools of queuing the-
ory. Our studies indicate that with our solution, a network with minimum resources
and affordable cost with guaranteed application QoS can be set up.
The major contribution of this chapter is two fold.
• Firstly, we study the inter-dependencies of the issues such as application specific
QoS requirements, resources and operational cost minimization, simultaneously.
None of the existing research in distributed SDN have integrally studied these
factors. This is an early work in this area.
• Secondly, we propose a QoS aware distributed decision flow-balancing scheme,
in order to guarantee the specified QoS performance metrics, and helps in min-
imizing the resources and operational cost.
In rest of the chapter, a novel distributed decision based flow-balancing scheme is
proposed. Following which, framework of the proposed scheme, appropriate system
modeling using queuing theory based models, and performance evaluation of the
proposed scheme are presented.
3.2 Distributed Flow-balancing Scheme
In this section, we firstly discuss our proposed distributed decision scheme follow-
ing which we highlight the deployment framework of the proposed modules in SDN
controller.
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At small scale enterprise, a single controller in SDN environment may be sufficient
to handle influx of data or flows. However, at data centers and large scale enterprise
networks the load on the controller increases beyond its the limited capability of
processing flows per time. Therefore, with the increase in network diameter, controller
load increases too, and then the number of controllers required increase as well.
We emphasize that the allocation of controllers should be dynamically performed
in order to maintain the QoS requirements, manage the limited available resources
(or controllers), and minimize the operational costs. Hence, in order to maintain the
QoS requirements, it becomes necessary to map the flow to the controller which can
process it in a pressed and required time.
We propose that whenever a flow request arrives at the controller, then the con-
troller decides where the request should be served, i.e., locally or on another controller
which can satisfy the application specific QoS requirement, ∆T . If it is decided to be
served on another controller, the request will be forwarded to the controller having
least response time (or say least flow-setup time), T (t), where it will be made to wait
in queue and then be served. In other words, we map the application to the controller
which can satisfy the applications specific QoS requirements.
With our proposed scheme, application can be processed in a very short time
which guarantees the QoS requirement of application/flow. We observe that the
response time is bounded, i.e., T (t) ≤ ∆T. Here, T (t) is the response time of the
controller to process a flow for a given time point, and ∆T is the QoS requirement
of the application. We investigate that reducing the mean time a flow spent in
the system can minimize the resources and associated cost. Thus, the resources
investment problem becomes an optimization issue, i.e.,
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minf(R,C),
s.t., T (t) ≤ ∆T, (3.2.1)
where f is a non-linear function of number of controllers R and associated cost C.
Here, R and C are inter-related. The solution of the above equation should be that
the number of controllers required is unique and optimum. However, as the load
changes, obtaining the optimal number of R is not possible. Thus, using distributed
individual optimization problem, we define
minR(t),
s.t., T (t) ≤ ∆T. (3.2.2)
The logical addition and deletion of the controllers can be obtained using above equa-
tion. Now, we focus on minimizing the operational cost of the application which is
associated to users. By reducing the response time of the controller, we can signifi-
cantly reduce the instance resources provisioning cost. As the application is processes
in short time period, the user has to pay lesser, this reduces the resource provisioning
operational cost. For example, in cloud based or virtual SDN environments the logi-
cal adding and deletion of controllers is essential to maximize resource utilization and
minimize the required resources, and minimize the operational costs. Again, using
distributed individual optimization problem, we define
min(C),
s.t., T (t) ≤ ∆T. (3.2.3)
Thus, we investigate a linear economic relationship, i.e., flow arrival rate, resources
and cost obeys a linear investment relationship. Moreover, for a given flow arrival rate,
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Figure 3.1: The proposed modules of the SDN controller.
a network requires less resources and eventually less cost. Therefore, flow-balancing
concept reduces controller’s response time, guarantees application’s QoS, minimize
resources and associated operational cost.
3.2.1 Framework of the Proposed Scheme
Now we discuss our deployment framework or proposed modules in SDN controller
as shown in Figure 3.1. This is a distributed decision scheme in which each controller
builts with i) state collection and ii) flow-diversion control functions. The inter-
SDN communication module provides an interface with the underlaying switches and
peer controllers to communicate. The inter-SDN module collects the information of
service rate of peer controllers. It also collects the information such as routing and
state changes messages etc. All these information forwarded to state collection control
function which updates the Forwarding Information Base (FIB), and again update
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the inter-SDN control module with updated information (to prove the inter-controller
communication is out of scope of this thesis).
Now, state collection function also exchanges this information with flow-diversion
control function, which ranks the current service rate of all peers and the self service
rate in ascending order (please note, here the service rate we refer is the response
time of the controller), which also leads to optimal costs.
As per our solution, whenever a flow arrives at the SDN controller, the flow-
diversion control function captures the QoS requirement of the application, and then
decides whether to serve the application locally or oﬄoad it onto the controller having
least response rate. Concretely, in order to meet the QoS requirement, the flow arrival
rate to each controller should be less than its service rate to keep the system in the
stable state.
3.3 System Modeling
In this section, we discuss the system modeling. The response time analysis is pre-
sented in order to approximate the resource demand for our method.
Response Time Analysis. Our methodology aligns with a few existing works [18], [44],
and [45]. We assume that the controller in SDN is modeled as M/M/1 discipline,
which can be easily extended to M/M/m model to study the performance of SDN
where controllers deployed in a hierarchical architecture. Researchers mentioned that
to date, only the M/M/m model offers a closed form results as the distributions pos-
sess attractive properties including additive and memoryless [32], [44]. We, therefore,
follow this mainstream tool for our analysis on the proposed strategy.
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We assume that the incoming packets obey a Poisson distribution, which is jus-
tified given that the two processes are on a different time scales [32]. Furthermore,
we also assume that the service rate of each individual controller follows an exponen-
tial distribution, which is common in queueing analysis and also is in-line with the
existing researches [42], [51].
For performance evaluation, average time of flows in system is used as a metric of
QoS. Let µ is the service rate of the controller (or controller’s capacity to handle flows
per time), and ∆T be the QoS requirement of the application or request. Now, in
order to guarantee the QoS of application, we need to dynamically allocate resources.
In general, µ is constant, therefore, to guarantee QoS, a flow must be diverted to the
controller which satisfies QoS requirement ∆T .
Now, as we mentioned that µ is constant, it is possible that the processing ca-
pability of controller degrades as the number of incoming flow requests exceeds the
threshold processing ability. Thus, the average time a flow spent in the system varies
as the incoming flow rate changes. Therefore, we relate µ as T (t) (response time of
the controller to process a flow) for a given time point. In this case, to guarantee
QoS, we need to dynamically allocate resources, and make sure that T (t) ≤ ∆T, for a
given time point t. Below, using classical M/M/1 queueing model, T (t) is calculated.
The probability that the system contains k flows is denoted by pk. Here, pk =
p0
k−1∏
i=0
λi
µi+1
, and p0 = 1 − λµ . Further, M/M/1 system may be described by selecting
birth and death coefficients as, λk = λ, where k = 0, 1, 2, 3..., and µk = µ, where k
= 0, 1, 2, 3.... Applying these coefficients in pk, we get, pk = p0(
λ
µ
)k, here, k ≥ 0. For
system stability, 0 ≤ ρ < 1, this ensures that p0 > 0, we can say that p0 is a constant.
Finally, we get, pk = (1 − ρ)ρk. Here, λµ = ρ. Further, using Little’s law N¯ = λT ,
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we compute average number of flows, N¯ , awaiting in the queue to get process in the
queuing system is given by N¯ =
∞∑
k=0
kpk. Further simplifying, we get N¯ =
ρ
1−ρ , and
finally
T (t) =
1
µ
1− ρ =
1
µ− λ. (3.3.1)
Naturally, from the above equation we assume that T (t) meets users’ expectations
of QoS. Now, as the incoming flow requests exceeds the threshold processing ability,
additional resources are required to facilitate in the network. In this regard, equation
3.3.1 needs to change, and the M/M/m queue model is used to analyze the average
response time of a controller. A general analyses based on M/M/m queue model is
given below.
Again, we assume a system with unlimited queue and with a constant arrival rate
λ. The system provides a maximum m controllers, so
µk = min[kµ,mµ] =
{
kµ 0 ≤ k ≤ m
mµ m ≤ k
(3.3.2)
The condition for ergodicity is λ
mµ
≤ 1. Accordingly,
pk =

p0
(mρ)k
k!
k ≤ m
p0
(ρ)kmm
m!
k ≥ m
(3.3.3)
Also, ρ = λ
mµ
≤ 1. Now we solve p0 which gives us
p0 =
[
1 +
m−1∑
k=1
(mρ)k
k!
+
∞∑
k=m
(mρ)k
k!
1
mk−m
]−1
(3.3.4)
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The probability that new incoming flow has to wait in the queue is given by
p[queuing] =
∞∑
k=m
pk (3.3.5)
= p0
(mρ)m
m! (1− ρ) (3.3.6)
= 1−
m∑
k=0
p0
(mρ)k
k!
. (3.3.7)
As we are interested in finding the average time a flow spent in the system, T (t), we
observe that the number of controllers, m, is another factor on T (t). More explicitly
we express T (t) as,
T (t,m) = E[T (t,m)] (3.3.8)
=
1
λ
(
mρ+ ρ
(mρ)m
m!
p0
(1− ρ)2
)
(3.3.9)
Combining ρ = λ
mµ
with the above equation, we have
T (t,m) =
1
µ
+
1
λ
(λ
µ
)m
m!
p0
(1− λ
mµ
)2
(3.3.10)
As discussed before, in order to guarantee the QoS of the application, equation (3.3.1)
must be satisfied. Thus,
1
µ
+
1
λ
(λ
µ
)m
m!
p0
(1− λ
mµ
)2
≤ 1
µ− λ (3.3.11)
Let r ≥ 1 be the additional traffic strength, so multiply λ with r and simplifying and
rewriting the above equation as below (the constraints (r λ
µ
≤ m and r ≥ 1) must
satisfy)
f(r,m) =
λ
µ
− (µ− λ)(rλ)
m−1
m!µm
p0
(1− rλ
mµ
)2
(3.3.12)
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Figure 3.2: Average time a flow spent in the system, T (t) vs. stability factor ρ.
3.4 Performance Evaluation and Discussion
In this section, we present the performance results of our solution. We have con-
ducted MATLAB simulations of above discussed scheme at each controller. We use
real-datasets and evaluate the analytical theory to validate our findings. From our
research, we can say that, we propose to minimize the resources and operational costs
subject to the response time constraint: T (t) ≤ ∆T. Now, in the following literature,
we validate this definition.
With the theoretical tools at hand, firstly we conduct performance evaluation on
a couple of aspects. Figure 3.2 illustrates the dependence of average time on the
system stability factor. From equation 3.3.1, vary the value of ρ at a given µ (the
condition ρ = λ
µ
must satisfy), we observe that at lesser values of ρ the average time
a flow spent in the queue is lesser. But, as ρ approaches to higher values say 0.9,
the average time a flow remains in the system grows exponentially. Further, the time
spent by a flow in the system is dependent on the service rate of the controller. It
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Figure 3.3: Flow-setup time relationship with µ and number of switches.
can be seen that at high service rate of controller, say 20, 000, flow spend relatively
lesser time in comparison to other values of µ.
This analysis indicates that rather than deploying more resources in the network,
it is better to deploy controllers with high service rate (or controller’s having least
response time). So that the flow-setup time or response time to a flow can be min-
imized. This validates our finding that flow-diversion towards the controller having
least response time helps guarantee the QoS requirements.
Furthermore, we observe that the lesser workload waste some capability and re-
sources, and on the other hand high workload will degrade the QoS or if we attempt
to run the system near (but below) its capacity, one has to pay an extreme penalty.
Modifying equation 3.3.1 according to [45], we get
T (t) =
k + 1
2(µ− λk) . (3.4.1)
From this, we plotted Figure 3.3 indicating the relationship between flow setup time
and number of k switches. In this experiment, we set µ = 20K, and λ = 70, which are
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Table 3.1: NOX Controller Capacity
Flow installs Flow set-up time
30K/Sec 10ms
reasonably closed to the statistics and real-data (shown in Table 3.1 [46]) provided
by [45] and [46].
We can see that at λ = 70, and at µ = 20K, the controller can manage approxi-
mate 80 switches with maximum flow-setup time is 0.5ms. Whereas, if µ = 5, 000, the
controller’s capacity to manage 80 switches decreases dramatically, i.e., the flow-setup
time to manage the switches (at same data rate) changes as µ changes. Now, this vali-
dates our finding that load determination and traffic oﬄoading based on PACKET-IN
events may not completely valid, thus, flow-based traffic diversion approaches need
to investigate.
From this experiment, we can see that the controller’s capacity significantly affects
the application’s QoS requirements. As a consequence, in order to maintain QoS of
specific application, the number of switches should be limited under a certain bound,
and dynamic flow-balancing is necessary.
Using equation 3.3.4 from M/M/1 model, Figure 3.4 reveals that the probability
of number of flows in the queue varies as traffic intensity (ρ = λ
µ
) varies. Now, using
equation 3.3.6 from M/M/m model, indicates that by investing more resources in
the network, the probability of flows in the queue decreases considerably, as shown
in Figure 3.5. Comparing Figures 3.4 and 3.5 at given ρ = 0.7, we observe that the
probability of flows in the queue decreases when there are more resources deployed.
Furthermore, adding and deleting VM controllers will helps to optimize the resource
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Figure 3.4: The relationship between p0 and additional resources required (m), at a
given ρ.
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Figure 3.5: The relationship between pqueueing and additional resources required (m),
at a given ρ.
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Figure 3.6: The function value at a given λ = 0.5.
requirement provided equation 3.3.11 must satisfy. Physical controllers can be put
into ideal/sleep mode, but must be decided by some optimization scheme. Hence, we
observe that the response time decrease considerably and thus by forwarding the flow
towards the controller which can handle the processing in acceptable time (equation
3.3.11 must satisfy), we can guarantee the application specific QoS.
Now, we determine the relationship f(r,m), between r and m. The values of
function at λ = 0.5 and at given r and m is lesser in comparison to the value at
λ = 0.9. The Figure 3.6 and 3.7 is studied into two parts: left and right side.
Consider low r and high m , i.e., left side, here even if the additional traffic strength
is low, more number of resources are required. This is exactly opposite what we
expect. We want to minimize resources investment at any time. But to maintain the
QoS the investment of resource is inevitable, and f(r,m) ≥ 0, further equation 3.3.11
must satisfy to meet QoS demands.
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Figure 3.7: The function value at a given λ = 0.9.
Table 3.2: Service Rate of VM Instances
Type Configuration Price, U.S dollars Service rate
Small 1 ECU, 1.7GB RAM, 160GB disk 0.080 58
Extra large 8 ECU, 15GB RAM, 1690GB disk 0.640 468
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Figure 3.8: Cost estimation at given λ and resources.
In the following experiment, using real dataset (shown in Table 3.2 [18]) we show
a financial cost estimation results, shown in Figure 3.8. Here, as long as the resource
is active or working, organizations pay accordingly, e.g., in SDN based cloud environ-
ment. Here, we take Amazon EC2 on-demand small Linux instance, whose price is
0.08/hour. Now, to calculate how many number of resources are needed, on-demand,
to meet application QoS requirement, a simple method is; minR(t) = λ
λmax
, where λ is
the flow arrival rate and λmax is the maximum rate of flow a resource can handle at a
time. Figure 3.8 depicts linear economic relationship, i.e., flow arrival rate, resources
and cost obeys a linear investment relationship. Moreover, for a given flow arrival
rate, a network requires less resources and eventually less cost.
To better comprehend this, here, we give an example. Suppose an application
should be processed no more than 10ms, now, if a controller can process it in 6ms,
say, then the user will have to pay for 6ms on-demand resource consumption charges.
On the other hand, if a controller process that application in 9ms then the user will
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be charged according to 9ms usage of resources, which will be higher in comparison
to 6ms charge. Thus, diverting flows to the controller which can process the flows
in lesser time is a reasonable solution. This greatly helps to enhance the network
performance or helps to guarantee the specified QoS. Furthermore, it helps to use
the limited amount of resources more judiciously which further helps to reduce the
operational cost.
3.5 Optimizing Utility and Delay
So far, we have investigated a new optimization scheme for resource management
and cost minimization. In this section, we study the controller performance using
multi objective constraints. We get a motivation from a recently released report by
IBM global service that emphasized that it is essential to effectively analyze that “are
current resources allocated to maximum performance and minimize costs and main-
taining QoS problems?” [19]. In this regard, we highlighted a novel multi-objective
optimization problem that helps to maximize the controller performance and mini-
mizing the delay, in this regard a trade-off is studied. Using gaming approach we
demonstrate that it is feasible, in SDN environment, to maximize the controller per-
formance and minimizing the delay provided the load on the controller should be kept
within certain bounds.
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3.5.1 Maximize the Controller Utility and Minimize the De-
lay
We observe that the existing research do not jointly consider to maximize the con-
troller performance and minimize delay at the same time. Therefore, we propose and
emphasize to use Pay-off [68] function, fx, that jointly uses controller utility and
flow set-up time factors in order to enhance control plane utility (to balance load),
minimize delay (flow set-up time), and to oﬄoading traffic.
fx = λx · [CUth − CUx] + δx · [∆th −∆x] (3.5.1)
In equation 3.5.1, from [11], CUx and ∆x are the current utilization and delay
factors respectively with controller x. Whereas λx and δx are respectively the con-
stants of controller usage and delay computation for xth controller. fx changes with
the change in controller utilization and delay factors. With this key equation, using
utilization and delay constraints, we can determine control layer performance. Higher
the fx, better is the system performance. Further, if we can effectively manage re-
source’s utilization, we can also built promising ways to save energy [69]. For system
stability we assume 0 < fx < 1.
3.5.2 Performance Evaluation and Discussion
Now, to jointly maximize the performance and minimize the delay we conducted
simulations using equation 3.5.1. The objective of Pay-off function is to maximize
the controller utility and at the same time minimizing the delay. This is plotted in
Figure 3.9, the evaluation parameters are taken from Table 3.3 [11]. This indicates
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Figure 3.9: Maximizing controller utilization and minimizing time delay using Pay-off
function.
that higher the Pay-off values lesser is the controller utility and at the same time delay
is minimized as plotted in Figure 3.9. In Table 3.4, (we only take optimal values of
CUx and ∆x) consider Pay-off value 0.6, the CUx, i.e., controller’s current utilization
is near to 0.86, and the offered delay is 0.065. It is interesting to note that once fx
decreases, the load on controller increases and vice-versa. Based on this function, and
based on the needs of the requirements, a flexible traffic-oﬄoading algorithm can be
designed to work under robust network conditions.
Table 3.3: Evaluation parameters
Operating parameters Value
Maximum and Minimum Pay-off threshold 0.9, 0.1
Utilization and Latency threshold 0.9, 2 sec
Constants ∆i and δi 0.7, 0.3
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Table 3.4: Optimal values of CUx and ∆x to compute fx
fx 0.97 0.85 0.72 0.60 0.47 0.35 0.22 0.10
CUx 0.34 0.51 0.69 0.86 1.03 1.2 1.3 1.5
∆x 0.026 0.039 0.052 0.065 0.078 0.091 0.104 0.117
3.6 Further Discussion
Inspite of the widespread interest in SDN, very less has been published in-line to the
presented work. Our work is an early attempt to explore the dependencies among
controller load (or flow management), number of required resources, and operational
cost. Therefore, in this work, we addressed QoS guaranteed resources provisioning
costs minimization problem.
To avoid a significant bottleneck at the centralized SDN controller, in order to en-
hance scalability, the deployment of distributed controllers has been proposed. This
is a general approach to achieve scalability. However, the optimal number of con-
troller, their placement, and workload distribution like issues are still remain there.
Thus, to guarantee the QoS is very challenging. In network design, QoS is always a
priority for network operators in order to deliver a guaranteed services. The exist-
ing solutions, in order to maintain QoS, attempted to decreases the controller-switch
delay using K−center approaches, or K−median approaches. However, all existing
solution are either topology depended or do not count the workload of controller or re-
sources. With this motivation, we proposed a solution at control layer that minimize
the resources provisioning costs and maintain the QoS, further the solution consider
application-wise QoS management, and is topology independent.
Now, assume that the performance is satisfactorily maintained by proposing novel
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design algorithms and architectures, is there any single performance enhancing method-
ology that best fits on all complex, heterogeneous, and multi-vendor operated SDN
environments? Now, again assume that the whole network is replaced with SDN en-
abled devices, therefore, the performance is no longer a critical issue. However, we
emphasize that it will still not be possible for all underlying switches (both hardware
and software switches) to have similar hardware capabilities and control software be-
haviors. These diversities significantly affect the performance and are always be a
critical issue, needs to urgently address. Thus, we foresee that our proposed solu-
tion will helps to alleviate the resource management and QoS issues in hybrid SDN
deployment scenarios.
Further, this research sparkles many directions. Firstly, a general theoretical
analysis is further required and need to analyze the model with different distributions.
Secondly, this models needs to capture the significance of multiple data plane nodes
in the network, thus a Jackson-feedback mechanism concept can be added to extend
the model. Finally, real time prototype will be established to compare the model
more rigorously.
3.7 Conclusion and Future Work
The emergence of SDN is imposing novel requirements due to diverse infrastructural
entities and architectures. In this work, firstly we discussed that the complex, het-
erogeneous, and hierarchical SDN deployments affect the application performance
(QoS) and end-user experience. After-that, we analytically studied that the flow
arrival rate, number of required resources and associated cost have mutual dependen-
cies that affects controller’s response time. We showed that effective flow-balancing
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strategies resulting in resources minimization, cost savings, and QoS improvements.
We revealed that controller’s high service capability is always better than deploying
multiple controllers with low service rate.
In future, firstly, we will analyze the similar concept usingM/M/1/c andM/M/m/c
models which are more realistic. Secondly, we plan to test this strategy on real SDN
environment, post that it can be extend to a SDN-based cloud network. We believe
that the investigations in this area will accelerate the SDN deployment, as well as
provide more chances for SDN adoption in multi-technological domains.
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Chapter 4
Performance Analysis of SDN
Switch
4.1 Introduction
The aim of this research work is to propose an analytical model to study the perfor-
mance of SDN switches. Here, SDN switch performance is defined as the time that
an SDN switch needs to process packet without the interaction of controller. We
exploit the capabilities of queueing theory based M/Geo/1 model to analyze the key
factors, flow-table size, packet arrival rate, number of rules, and position of rules.
The analytical model is validated using extensive simulations. Our study reveals that
these factors have significant influence on the performance of an SDN switch.
Recent studies in Software-Defined Networking have analyzed controller perfor-
mance in order to optimize the network performance. However, we observed that
there is very limited exploration done in the performance evaluation of SDN switches.
Switches are the first line of contacts for packets, and their performances typically
attributed to lack of resources, such as weak management on CPUs, limited Ternary
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Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) table-size, and so on. Real-world experimen-
tal studies have revealed and emphasized that the analyzing and understanding of the
SDN switch performance characteristics, such as packet arrival rate, number of rules
(flow-table entries), and position of rules, are inevitable for ensuring the successful
deployment of data plane [26], [27], [28].
In [26], the authors concluded that high packet arrival rate beyond the limited
processing capability of SDN switch adversely increases the service time of switch.
This further affects the control plane performance, i.e., throughput and latency. It
is also shown in [27] and [28] that due to the limited TCAM flow-table size, the
performance of a switch drops as the number of rules increases. A single rule can
degrade the flow-table update rate of a switch by an order of magnitude. This greatly
impacts on the cost of filling the flow-table with additional rules [29]. Software-based
switches seem an alternative as they can store more rules, but compromised with a
slow processing ability. Furthermore, researchers revealed that the position of rules
has a great impact on switch response time to flows [27], [28]. This is due to both
the hardware and software-based switches having their own processing abilities.
These diverse characteristics adversely affect the typical flow-setup process and
increase the average response time of flows, and then the cost of rule caching [29].
Furthermore, they violate the application specific Quality of Service requirements [30],
which further greatly affects the required QoS for re-routing operations. Because,
switches route and re-route the packets on different paths according to the current
level of traffic congestion, and “The queue configuration (service rate, buffer size)
takes place outside the OpenFlow protocol, either through a command line or through
an external dedicated configuration protocol” [30], which greatly affects the required
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Quality of Service for re-routing operation. Overall, they have influence on the data
plane performance. Hence, analyzing switch performance itself is critical and is of
great concern, as well as becoming essential to have a design imperative to analyze
the switch performance.
There are only few real-world studies done that have analyzed switch perfor-
mance [26], [27], [28]. Although the experiments conducted on real test-beds have
their own advantage, unfortunately not every research organization can set-up an
expensive SDN test-bed. Therefore, analytical models are highly desirable for re-
searchers to investigate and predict the behavior of SDN switches [31]. To date,
almost none of the existing studies analytically evaluate SDN switch performance.
Motivated by this, a queueing theory based [32]M/Geo/1 mathematical model [18]
is adopted to conduct performance evaluation of SDN switches. A switch is mod-
eled as a M/Geo/1 system, where the incoming packets obey a Poisson distribu-
tion [42], [43], [51], which is justified given that the two processes are on a different
time scales [32]. The service rate (rule based match-action packet processing of SDN
switch) obeys a geometric distribution [18], [47]. which is justifiable: A sequence of
trials is consider, where each trial has only two possible outcomes (designated failure
or success). The probability of success is assumed to be the constant for each trial.
In such a case, the geometric distribution is reasonable [47], to model the number of
failures before the first success [47].
Based on this model, we determined the average response time of SDN switch
for a new incoming packet for which an existing flow-table entry (or matching rule)
is already available in the flow-table of the switch. As reported in [42], in a typical
running SDN environment, the probability of new flows (packets whose match-action
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criteria are missing in switch table-entry) is about 4%. Thus, we do not consider
the feedback case in this research. We can safely use this model for the sole purpose
of analyzing the average response time of SDN switch that needs to process packet
without the switch-controller interaction.
The contribution of this part of work is two-fold.
• We provide an analytical evaluation of SDN switch using M/Geo/1 model. This
is an early work in this area.
• We show theoretically that high packet arrival rate, number of rules, and posi-
tion of rules have significant impact on the performance of SDN switch, which
further affects the switch CPU utilization.
The rest of this chapter we provide system modeling and performance evaluation,
respectively. Finally, we conclude this work and also highlight future direction in-line
to this work.
4.2 Analytical Model
As widely applied in SDN controller and switch performance modeling that the ser-
vice time follows exponential distribution. However, in SDN switches, flow-match
discipline must be taken into account. Suppose there are N flow-entries (rules)
Fi(i = 1, 2, 3, ...N) in the flow-table. When a new packet arrives at the switch, it
needs to go through the flow-table sequentially to check if there is an existing rule with
the same match fields and priority. We denote the probability that matching succeeds
at a particular flow (to take required action) Fi as pi. In this case, there is no prior
knowledge about flow matching probability distribution. We, therefore, suppose that
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N rules share the same probability of matching, i.e., p1 = ... = pi = ... = pN = p > 0.
Let random variable X denote the number of trails for the first match, then the prob-
ability that we obtain it at rule Fi follows geometrical distribution, which is expressed
as
Pr[X = i] =

(1− p)i−1p 0 < i < N
(1− p)N−1 i = N.
(4.2.1)
The mean of the geometric distribution is
E[X] =
(1− qN)
p
, (4.2.2)
where, q = 1−p, p = 1/N , and the service time is given as t¯s =
N∑
i=1
(
Pr[X = i]
i∑
j=1
Tj
)
.
Here, Tj is the matching time for the j
th rule. The service rate µ is calculated by
µ = 1/t¯s. Since there is no prior knowledge, we assume that the N rules have the
same matching time (T1 = T2 = ... = TN = T ). Hence,
t¯s =
N∑
i=1
(
Pr[X = i]
i∑
j=1
Tj
)
, (4.2.3)
t¯s =
T (1− qN)
p
. (4.2.4)
Thus, the service time, t¯s, depends on the number of rules to match and the proba-
bility of the matching rule. Below, the second order moment E[X2] for subsequent
derivation of the model is calculated.
We consider SDN switch as an M/Geo/1 system in which the arriving packets
follow a Poisson distribution and the service times obey a Geometric distribution.
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It is well know that by comparing the mean response time in the queue, the service
policies can be easily evaluated. Thus, the required service times that jobs needed
are known on arrivals can be calculated. We use the Imbedded Markov Chain theory
and apply it to M/Geo/1 queue to obtain the number of packets in the system, and
the expended service time on them. By looking at a select set of points in time,
we can gain this simplification. These special points holds the property that if we
provide, a) future arrival rate to the system and b) specify the number of packets
in the system or mean queue length at one such point respectively, then at the next
suitable point of time we can again calculate the number of packets in the system,
i.e., specifying the expended service for the packet in service. The set of departure
instants are extremely convenient set of points [32]. Therefore, we focus attention
upon departure instants from service in order to specify the number of packets left
behind by such a departure packet.
4.2.1 Future Arrival Rate to the System
The probability of k arrivals at given time interval t and mean arrival rate λ follows
a Poisson distribution, i.e.,
Pk(t) =
(λt)k
k!
e−λt, (4.2.5)
where, k ≥ 0, t ≥ 0. Let, Ek be the system state defining the number of requests
(in queue) at given time is of size k. The transitions from state Ek are allowed to
its neighbors states as Ek+1 and Ek−1. The transition from Ek to Ek+1 and from
Ek to Ek−1 gives a significant birth and death respectively. The birth-death rates
only depend on Ek and are independent of time. The Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show
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Figure 4.1: One state transition probability.
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Figure 4.2: State-transition probability for M/Geo/1 imbedded Markov chain.
the one step transition probability and the state-transition probability for M/Geo/1
imbedded Markov chain, respectively.
A birth-death gives a transient behavior of queueing process, i.e., the probability
Pk(t), settle downs as t gets large and display no more transit behavior or the number
of transitions upwards stage is equal to the number of transitions downwards stage.
Since the up-down motion w.r.t Ek is with same frequency, the system state by
arrivals must have same limiting distribution as the system states left behind by
departures. Hence, we regard the existence of Pk(t) in the limit of Pk(t) as t → ∞,
i.e., pk , limt→∞ Pk(t). We also require the conservation relation or equilibrium
behavior of queue, i.e, the rate of flow into be equal to the rate of flow out of system,
i.e.,
∞∑
k=0
pk = 1. Thus, the one step transition probability is defined as
Pij , P [qn+1 = j|qn = i]. (4.2.6)
Now, we calculate the mean number in the system, i.e., the distribution of qn, or the
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number of flows left behind by departures. To calculate this, the number of arrival
flows plays a crucial role.
Since we observe these transitions only at departures, then, qn+1 < qn−1 is an
impossible situation, whereas qn+1 ≥ qn−1 is possible for all values due to the arrival
vn+1. It is easy to calculate transition matrix probability P = [Pij], where ak ,
P [vn+1 = k]. Simplifying and rewriting this we get: P, P [v˜ = k] = ak. To completely
satisfy the transition matrix P, P [v˜ = k] = ak, using law of probability and by
conditional probability, is calculated as follows.
P [v˜ = k] =
N∑
i=1
(λiT )k
k!
e−λiTPr[X = i]. (4.2.7)
As ak > 0 for all k ≥ 0, it is possible to reach all other states from any given state.
Further, the more usual definition is ρ , λt¯s. For practical reasons, we assume ρ < 1.
Thus, pk = P [q˜ = k] becomes the basic equation.
The stationary probabilities may be obtained from the vector equation p = pP
where p = [p0, p1, p2, ...] whose kth component pk is merely the limiting probability
that a departing flow will leave behind k flows, namely,
pk = P [q˜ = k] (4.2.8)
4.2.2 Mean Queue Length and Mean Response Time
We consider one-step transition probability and also the law of conservation (i.e., the
flow at one state can occupy the only spaces left behind by the departing flow at an-
other state, thus, the number of transitions are equal from one state to another). Now
we drive the mean value formula for limiting queue length defined as q¯ = limn→∞ qn.
Here, qn is the number of requests or packets presenting after the qn+1 requests left
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behind by departure, while vn+1 is the number of requests arriving during the service
of the (n+ 1)th requests. Using [32], we obtain
qn+1 =
{
qn − 1 + vn+1 qn > 0
vn+1 qn = 0
(4.2.9)
It is convenient to introduce ∆k, the shifted discrete step function at this point, i.e.,
∆k =
{
1 k = 1, 2, ...
0 k ≤ 0
(4.2.10)
Now, rewriting qn+1 as
qn+1 = qn −∆qn + vn+1 (4.2.11)
The above equation is the key equation for M/Geo/1 system. Here, the mean value
for qn remains to extract.
Please note, we are not concern with the time-dependent behaviour (subscript n),
rather we are interesting with the limiting distribution for the random variable qn,
denote with q˜. Hence it is reasonable to assume that the jth moment of qn exists as
n goes to infinity independent of n, namely,
lim
n→∞
E[qjn] = E[q˜
j] (4.2.12)
E[q˜] = E[q˜]− E[∆q¯] + E[v˜] (4.2.13)
E[∆q¯] = E[v˜] (4.2.14)
The last equation reveals that the number of arrivals during a flow service time, which
is independent of n, the index of vn could have been dropped even before we went
to the limit. Then by the definition we have, E[v˜] average number of arrivals in a
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service time, The left-hand side can now be calculated as
E[∆q˜] =
∞∑
k=0
∆kP [q˜ = k] (4.2.15)
= ∆oP [q˜ = 0] + ∆1P [q˜ = 1] + ..... (4.2.16)
From the definition of ∆k, we may rewrite this as E[∆q˜] = P [q˜ > 0]. As we assume
that we have single controller, thus the expression can be rewrite as E[∆q˜] = P [busy
system] = ρ. Therefore,
E[v˜] = ρ
This concludes that expected arrival rate of flows per service interval is equal to ρ.
Of course, for stability ρ < 1.
Now recalling that we need to calculate the expected value of q˜, to find this value
squaring and then taking expectations we get the intermediate results
E[q˜] = ρ+
E[v˜2]− E[v˜]
2(1− ρ) . (4.2.17)
In the above equation, the only unknown is E[v˜2]. Now let us not only solve the second
moment of q˜ but, in fact, let us describe a method for obtaining all the moments. We
previously have ak = P [v˜ = k]. From above expression we calculate the moment of the
random variable v˜ using z-transform, V (z) =
∞∑
k=0
P [v˜ = k]zk. Based on equation 4.2.7
and the definition of Z transform, we have, V (z) =
∞∑
k=0
(
N∑
i=1
(λiT )k
k!
e−λiTPr[X = i]
)
zk.
After further simplification
V (z) =
N∑
i=1
Pr[X = i]e
(λzT−λT )i. (4.2.18)
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Lets X(Z ′) denote the Z-transform for the distribution of random variable X, which
is defined as
V (z′) =
∞∑
i=0
Pr[X = i](z
′)i. (4.2.19)
Equations 4.2.18 and 4.2.19 are of the same form with the variable z′ being replaced
by e(λzT−λT ). So we drive the result that V (z) = X(e(λzT−λT )). Calculating the second
derivative of V (z) = X(e(λzT−λT )) at z = 1, it yields
V (2)|z=1= v¯2 − v¯ = λ2T 2E[X2]. (4.2.20)
Finally, the unknown part of equation 4.2.7 is obtain as
q¯ = E[q˜] = ρ+
λ2T 2E[X2]
2(1− ρ) ,
which expresses the mean queue size at packet (flow mod request) departure instants
in terms of know quantities, namely the utilization factor ρ, λ, and the second order
moment of service distribution time v˜ or E[X2].
This emphasize that mean depends only upon first two moments of the service
time distribution. Further, q¯, with the variance of the service-time distribution, grows
linearly. Now, using the Little’s law we can calculate the mean response time of SDN
switch as
r¯ = q¯/λ = t¯s +
λT 2E[X2]
2(1− ρ) . (4.2.21)
This concludes that the total time the flow spent in system is the average of system
service time plus the average time spent in the queue.
Another interesting feature is switch CPU utilization given by U = λr¯.
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4.3 Performance Evaluation and Discussion
We used average flow response time as a key metric for switch performance evaluation
and conducted our simulations using MATLAB. Firstly, using µ = 1/t¯s, we validate
the model as shown in Figure 4.3. Here, t¯s is taken from equation 4.2.4. We set N =
1, 000, p = 1/N , and T = 20µs. Researchers calculated the average rule matching
time according to the mean of the service rate distribution and mentioned that the
rule matching time should be in granularity of microseconds [8], [31]. At 10,000 rules,
they mentioned the average rule matching time is approximately 20µs [48]. Thus,
in our study we set T as 20µs. Our set values are reasonable and in-line with the
existing research [8], [31], [18].
The simulation and analytical results match each other as shown in Figure 4.3,
therefore, it is reasonable to assume the switch service rate obeys geometric distri-
bution. Further, this figure shows that the switch offers equal delay to all packets
provided λ ≤ µ. Once the condition (λ ≤ µ) violates, the switch generates a huge
delay to all future arrival packets. According to the set values, the system reaches its
maximum processing rate of 1/t¯s, equivalent to approximate 370pps. Beyond this, the
offered load exceeds and this decreases the switch performance. Thus, the analytical
model confirms that the packet arrival rate is a critical factor in switch performance
evaluation.
In Figure 4.4, we show the relationship between the number of rules and the
average response time at a given packet arrival rate. We set p = 1/6, 000 to confirm
that more number of rules degrade the service capacity, and thus the more time a
switch takes to process the arrival packets.
Researchers mentioned that flow matching should be fast enough to avoid any
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Figure 4.3: The validation of M/Geo/1 model.
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Figure 4.5: The relationship between rule matching probability and average response
time.
delay [29]. This emphasizes that either the number of flow-entries must be minimum
or the rules must be in TCAM for fast processing. However, this is not viable since
TCAM is costly and power hungry which limits the number of rules. Figure 4.5
indicates the rule matching probability against mean response time. We set λ = 70.
It can be seen that larger matching probability leads to less response time. This
encourages switch designers to put rules easier to match in the flow-table. Hence, rule
position significantly matters, however may not be completely valid if, for example,
a flow insert needs to check every flow-entry for overlaps regardless of position.
All these key performance characteristics further impact the CPU utilization as
shown in Figure 4.6. From U = λr¯, where r¯ is from equation 4.2.21, Figure 4.6
depicts the CPU utilization at given packet arrival rate targeting different rules. The
utilization curve increases as the number of targeting rules increases. The analysis
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Figure 4.6: The impact of packet arrival rate and the number of rules on switch CPU
utilization.
curve at targeting rule position 1, 000 is observed to be slightly higher than those of
simulation result, because 1, 000 rules (or flow-table entries) do not impose heavy CPU
processing requirements. Other low-priority processes used the CPU power at this
time. However, as the number of rules targeting 2, 500 and 6, 000, CPU primarily
dedicates its power to process match-action rules. This indicates that the power
requirement limits the number of flow-table entries [48].
4.4 Conclusion and Future work
Our analytical study, based on theM/Geo/1 queueing theory, reveals that the decisive
factors of switch’s mean response time are: packet arrival rate, number of flow-table
entries, and position of the targeting rule by a corresponding packet. In future, firstly
the Jackson-feedback mechanism can be added in the model to address the feedback
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between multiple data plane and controller nodes. Secondly, to capture the behavior
of switch in the case of burst arrival of flows, the model can be modified using Zipf
distribution.
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Chapter 5
Future Work
Although the proposed methods in this thesis have addressed two critical issues in
SDN, there are still problems that need to be addressed. This chapter summarizes
several open issues in-line to this research work, and future research directions have
also been identified.
Some open issues are listed in this chapter as extensions of the presented work in
the thesis. Now, to a more broader level, we attempt to integrate SDN and Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies. All the proposed future work is in the domain of SDN-IoT
network. In the balance of this chapter we first highlight why SDN-IoT integration is
required, further we have discussed key issues in ordered by the operational difficulties,
from the easiest to the hardest.
5.1 SDN-IoT Integration
Mobile carrier networks are approaching a tipping point. Emerging mega trends in
the ICT domain has reached a significant level of integrating the internet into every
object in a network. With the evolution of the Internet of Things, mobile networks
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Figure 5.1: IoT networks and SDN.
will handle an influx in big data, massive network traffic, and new types of con-
nected devices including industrial machines, thermostats, sensors, actuators, smart
cars, wearables, and smart appliances. They will share the same network with PCs,
tablets, and smartphones, which are already bandwidth sensitive. Presently there
are 9 billion connected devices and the number is expected to rise to 24 billion by
2020 [57]. With such significant involvement of connected devices, carriers are al-
ready experiencing complex control on elements and overloaded networks [58] [59]. If
the networks are not prepared, this flood of Internet-of-things, where the things are
producers of traffic, not just consumers in the network, could leave the network paral-
ysed [57]. Furthermore, IoT devices are getting wirelessly connected to the Internet
serving diversity of applications where no single wireless standard can adequately
prevail. In this case choosing the right wireless connectivity and to form a poten-
tial control on IoT wireless device is another challenging task, while the traditional
network is insufficient to meet this challenge.
To address this need of the network, to support the onslaught of connected zillions
of devices and to remain competitive, service providers are required to look into other
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alternatives such as Software-Defined Networking, to increase their bandwidth and
reinforce their networks [60]. SDN’s wide acceptance from industry ensures SDNs
ability to develop a tighter connection within the ecosystem of IoT that provides cy-
berspace to every object. We also emphasize that SDN and IoT are evolving parallel,
intersecting and perhaps dependent on each other. Figure 5.1 reflects the need to
simplify the network control mechanisms in IoT.
Significant benefits of integrating SDN and IoT include:
1. SDN has a potential to intelligently route traffic and use underutilized network
resources. This will significantly enhance network’s ability and therefore it will
be much easier for networks to prepare for the data onslaught of IoT. This will
eliminate bottlenecks to efficiently process the data generated by IoT without
placing a large strain on the network, especially on Wi-Fi network.
2. SDN integration with IoT will simplify the information acquisition, information
analysis, decision making, and action implementation process.
3. The deployment of SDN in IoT will provide visibility of the network resources
and management of access based on user, group, device and application that
eventually enables the ability to exchange data capacity between users and even
devices.
4. Researchers are designing intelligent algorithms in SDN to build effective traffic
pattern analyser, which simplifies the tools of data collection from IoT devices.
This facilitates the design of novel debugging tools. IoT networks will benefit
with the integration of Software Defined Wireless Networking (SDWN) technol-
ogy to strengthen network controlling ability.
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Figure 5.2: Typical architecture of integration of SDN and IoT, a high level view.
5. With SDWN, IoT networks can become more agile and scalable based on de-
mand.
In Figure 5.2, we provide a typical high level view of integrated SDN and IoT
architecture. SDN deployment in wireless segment is known as SDWN, therefore the
meaning of SDN and SDWN in this thesis is same.
Efforts have been made to investigate SDWN in the context of infrastructure based
SDN enabled Wi-Fi networks, such as OpenRoad [61], Odin [62], OpenRadio [63],
OpenRAN [64], SoftRAN [65], CellSDN [14], SoftMoW [66] and so on. The field
of SDWN is in its infancy stage and there are still many important challenges to be
addressed in order to control IoT network with a unified protocol. Below, we have
discussed the key challenges in SDN-IoT integration.
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5.1.1 Resource Management in SDN-IoT Networks
In Chapter 3, we propose a novel QoS aware flow based method for resource manage-
ment and cost optimization in distributed SDN. We observe that researchers are trying
to integrate SDN with Internet of Things technology. Software-Defined Networking
and Internet of Things integration will throw many critical challenges. Specifically, in
heterogeneous SDN-IoT ecosystem, optimized resources utilization and effective man-
agement at the control layer will be very difficult. This will affects the application
specific Quality of Service and energy consumption of the IoT network. This moti-
vates researchers to investigate novel methods that can jointly maximize the control
plane performance and minimize delay. This may lead to new ideas of control layer
optimization in the integrated SDN-IoT networks.
5.1.2 Secuirty of SDN and IoT Network
The reason that security is always a major issue in cyberspace is that measures
are often considered only after launching a new technology. The IoT network,
i.e, a network of physical objects is more sensitive to security, contains embedded
system to communicate machine to machine. In IoT there are potential risks to
network such as: AES public/private key exchange methods, protecting attached
TPC/IP networks from intrusion through your device and protecting pre-shared keys
from reverse engineering through an MCU debugger. (http://www.link-labs.com/
internet-of-things-securitychallenges). Figure 5.3 represents basic security
concerns in SDN domain.
SDN and IoT integration will doubtlessly simplify the network control using com-
mon protocol in every technological domain, but SDN also poses some risks. For
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Figure 5.3: Security concerns in SDN.
example, in SDN logically centralized controller controls the switch which evaluates
every incoming packet based on match-action criteria. In order to temporarily store
match-action rules to take decision on incoming packet or flow, each switch possesses
a flow table. Unfortunately these flow tables are implemented using expensive and
power hungry TCAM. As a result, the flow table size is limited. Usually the flow
table size cannot scale beyond few hundreds entries or rules. Therefore SDN switch
can only handle limited number of flows per time [8]. This limited flow table size is a
potential weakness of SDN and is vulnerable to attackers. High volume of traffic can
very easily consume the table capacity and thus the switch is overloaded. Continuing
high volume of traffic (flow) may make switch disabled or knock it down. As a result,
the later arriving packets may all be dropped, failing to be forwarded. Therefore
attackers can easily knock down the switch and thus disable the network services by
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mounting Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attacks.
To hamper network security to extreme level, the OpenFlow switch can be com-
promised and can serve as a bot (a compromised host used to perform malicious
tasks). In real world, attackers can use compromised hosts, such as a botnet, to start
DDoS attacks. If the switch is compromised by botmaster, then effective mechanisms
viable in network to detect the Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) are missing in
the current SDN technology. In this case a SDN switch may become a bot and serves
as a bridge to disrupt the network. Similar things can happen in IoT network which
is large in scale and composed of millions of devices. Furthermore, enhancing the
controller’s intelligence software may increase controller vulnerability to hackers and
attack surfaces. If attackers have access to the controller, they can damage every
aspect of the network and eventually knock down the whole network.
SDN security risks come out because of the absence of integration with existing
security technologies and SDN’s inability to poke around every packet. Therefore it
is essential that a packet has to undergo a deep inspection for risk assessment before
routing to certain levels.
SDN security requires to support the authentication and authorization classes of
the network administrators at every plane, but it may prevent the access to flow
management policies. Thus SDN must construct novel security mechanism, different
from the traditional ones. Although it is still at an early stage in the context of the
Internet of Things and Software-Defined Networks, it is clear that change is afoot. In
SDN, research is gaining momentum to secure both the control and data plane [7].
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We argue that SDN integrity with IoT will simplify the information process, in-
formation acquisition, information analysis, decision making, and action implementa-
tion. This will ease the IoT network management. Secure flow automation needs cen-
tral management of data forwarding which is very complex without SDN. As the IoT
network diameter grows, much more simplified and secure mechanisms are required.
We also argue that as organizations depend more on machine-generated data for real-
time business processes, it is essential to ensure the trust of data. Strong detection
mechanisms to detect rogue devices trying to interact with the IoT infrastructure
both from device and network vectors must be deployed. As the IoT connects many
devices together, it provides many decentralized entry points for malwares. Cheap
devices or things in physically compromised locales are fragile to tampering. Whereas
SDN’s centralized approach is significantly better than traditional networks. More-
over SDN has full potential to globally view the traffic patterns, mobility of nodes,
and change in traffic volumes. Therefore security policies can be easily implemented
in SDN enabled IoT networks.
To conclude, based on SDN’s potential to classify/slice traffic and to attain a full
global view on it, we emphasize that SDN integration with IoT can bring novel and
simplified ways to deal with such critical issues.
5.1.3 Scalability of SDN and IoT Networks
Soheil et al. [9] de-constructs the scalability concerns in SDN and argued that they
are not unique to SDN, and can be overcome by deploying multiple controllers and
switches. But based on our literature review we highlight various factors that con-
struct scalability concerns, as shown in Figure 5.4. The reasons for these concerns
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Figure 5.4: Factors constructed scalability concerns in SDN
are described below.
1) As shown in Figure 2.2, flow handling may generate additional network overhead
because any new flow entry is treated like an alien (missed entry in flow table), and
packets are then forwarded to controller for designing new flow entry. This forces the
controller to install new rules into the flow table to process the flows. The controller
takes additional time, because of its limited processing capability, to generate new
flow entry and then populates that to switch. This whole process may add extra
latency in end to end flow transaction.
2) We argue that the bandwidth between the switch and controller is an additional
significant resource which cannot be ignored. It is observed that scientists consider
the link bandwidth, the computational power or flow handling capacity of controller,
and the switch’s capability to handle the flow as the three main resources in SDN
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networking. We emphasize that the scalability concerns are also dependent on the
time consumed by flow length propagated in air that further depends on the type of
traffic. Mobile traffic (mostly UDP) is inelastic and insensitive to bandwidth such as
browsing Youtube videos, online gaming, if the flow size is large then it will affect the
other legitimate users to join the network. Larger the flow length, more is the time
taken by the particular flow in air which eventually increases the collision rate, delay
and jitter in WLAN networks. Therefore it is necessary to taken into account the
type and length of flow while constructing scalability concerns.
IoT networks are more sensitive to bandwidth and thus the scalability concern
must be taken care more strongly in this territory with SDN. While analyzing the
scalability of IoT network it is important to consider the network topology, average
service rate of controller, average arrival rate of initiation requests, the path inflation
factor that depends on the distance of the distributed controllers, channel capacity
and flow size.
Another research challenge for SDN and IoT under scalability theme is the opti-
mum controller placement concern that influences every aspect of the decoupled plane.
For example, high propagation delay in WLAN networks limits availability and con-
vergence time. This has practical implications on software design, affecting whether
controllers can respond to events in real-time or must push forwarding actions to for-
warding elements in advance. This can create another issue of controller placement
in the designed network topology and the number of controllers for processing flows.
Random placement for a small k-value in the k-median problem, a clustering anal-
ysis algorithm, will result in an average latency between 1.4x and 1.7x greater than
that of the optimal placement [10]. A reliability-aware controller placement problem
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has been proposed in [17]. The authors of [10] proposed a latency-aware controller
placement problem with the objective to provide an initial analysis for further study
of the formulation of fundamental design problems.
We have observed that, in SDN the research is continuously growing to overcome
scalability issues. We argue that without SDN it will be difficult for IoT network to
effectively process the real time data because the problem lies in the nature of the
IoT itself. It connects remote nodes and provides a data stream between nodes and
decentralized management systems. The amount and type of big data differ than
other sets of data comes from social media. Some features of the IoT data can be
summarized as follows.
1. The IoT data tends to arrive as a steady stream and at a constant pace, although
it could arrive in batches like test logs that can be processed and passed on
straight away.
2. The data comes in very large quantities and accumulates very fast.
3. The real value of data can sometimes only be uncovered using effective analytics.
4. The data is rarely used for production purposes.
5. It can be deleted very quickly, unless there is a need for compliance reasons.
From the above concerns, we observe that the traditional storage architecture, pro-
cessing and management software will treat IoT big data in the same manner as they
treat other unstructured data. Therefore we conclude that although SDN has some
research issues about scalability, SDN architecture, which is different and significantly
better than traditional architecture, can effectively handle IoT big data streams.
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5.1.4 Deep Packet Inspection
Another limitation of OpenFlow is that the Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is unfor-
tunately not supported in standard OpenFlow [49] because currently defined match
fields in order to evaluate packet are limited to the packet header only.
The common usage of DPIs includes lawful intercept, targeted advertising, and
copyright enforcement. In security it is sometimes essential to thoroughly investigate
the data part of the packet as it passes an inspection point. Searching for protocol
non-compliance or defined criteria to decide whether the packet may pass or if it
needs to be routed to a different destination, is critical and essential in security. Also,
to distinguish the suspicious flows for the purpose of collecting statistical information
needs DPI. Therefore, more advanced firewalls may need to sometimes examine and
act on fields that are not available to OpenFlow match and action. In order to set
up the flow rule to invoke DPI for security reasons one question to be answered is,
“which matching tuple will detect the packet that might needs special treatment?”
Besides, whether the SDN edge switch has enough processing power on board (for
DPI) rather than sending flows to controller for risk assessment is another challenge.
These concerns are not unique in IoT networks. At this moment we are not aware
about any research outcome addressing this issue besides [50].
5.1.5 Packet Drop at AP
Dynamic change in user application and SDN application to action the flow can take
time to set up rules to route traffic. For example, in security check application, the
SDN manager forwards such packets to the controller. The controller contacts the
malicious sites and only after verification sends flow entries back to edge device. If
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this process takes too much time, the further packets will be dropped [8] by edge
node because of limited flow handling table capacity. The path inflation may add
additional latency in wireless segment [51]. The edge network device runs the risk of
being overloaded with flow entries [8]. Minor latency because of network overhead
in wired network will introduce high latency in wireless Time Division Multiple Ac-
cess (TDMA) scheduling. To address this problem the following mechanisms can be
studied thoroughly. a) Immediately oﬄoad the traffic to different AP or LTE might
be a better option in this situation [56]. b) Because of already limited capacity, AP
will not support multiple flow tables. Thus dividing the flow table stack in different
groups and state them as prior hierarchy gives less space to the multiple flow table
stack. This ensures that only applications having higher priority, e.g., VoIP and mul-
timedia applications, can stay longer in multiple flow table groups of AP. So far, we
have not been aware of any significant outcome on this topic from the SDN research
community.
From our literature review we emphasize that SDN can minimize the data cen-
tre investment. Further the programmable network enables IoT devices to talk each
other without much hardware investment. Adequate uptime of the services, with the
integration of SDN and IoT, can be ensured. We argue that the reliability can be
guaranteed by Service Level Agreements (SLA) that providers have to meet irrespec-
tive of the technology they use in their networks.
To uplift the SDN integration to a higher and at broader level, Web of Things
(WoT) seems a novel opportunity for SDWN researchers. In WoT, using normal web
application designing tools, the real-world objects or things can be represented as
resources that can be accessible via web technologies. This will minimize the need
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of waiting for other new components in networks, installing new infrastructure, or to
redesigning the way we build our applications [67].
Seeing the SDN’s potential, researchers are trying to integrate SDN with other
technologies. We emphasize that integration of SDN in IoT network can potentially
bring exciting opportunities [16], [74]. We also highlighted that the traditional net-
work tools to collect, store, process, and forward massive data, are inefficient to meet
critical future IoT network needs whereas SDN can significantly simplifies the network
control and management needs. Further we described critical security and scalability
issues of SDN that are also common in IoT network, as our future work.
We conclude that SDN technology is gaining much attention from researchers from
both industry and academia. Significant growth over coming years has been observed
from industry such as Google and Juniper. The next generation of technology is al-
most ready to reap the benefits of controlling networks with a unified control protocol
almost in every technological domain.
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Chapter 6
Summary
The research presented in this thesis consists of two main parts on the topic of perfor-
mance analysis and optimization of Software-Defined Networks : the first part focuses
on the performance evaluation and optimization of control layer; the second part
focuses on the performance evaluation of SDN switch.
In the first part, the proposed methods aim to effectively optimize the control
layer performance and help to alleviate three fundamental issues at control layers,
the issues are: optimal number of controllers, location, and their workload.
In the second part, we, with the help of M/Geo/1 model, evaluate the performance
of SDN switch and reveal that the decisive factors of switch’s mean response time are:
packet arrival rate, number of flow-table entries, and position of the targeting rule by
a corresponding packet. This chapter summarizes the research results and the main
contributions of this thesis.
Theoretical and experimental results have led to the conclusions and main contri-
butions of this thesis. They are:
• We study the inter-dependencies of the issues such as application specific QoS re-
quirements, resources and operational cost minimization, simultaneously. None
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of the existing research in distributed SDN have integrally studied these fac-
tors. This is an early work in this area. Furthermore, we propose a QoS aware
distributed decision flow-balancing scheme, in order to guarantee the specified
QoS performance metrics, and helps in minimizing the resources and operational
cost. Our studies indicate that with our solution, a network with minimum re-
sources and affordable cost with guaranteed application QoS can be set-up.
This solution (benefits brought by our consideration, i.e., integrated study of
QoS, resources, and cost) will help to alleviate the control layer issues, example,
optimal number of controllers, their workload, and placement. Furthermore, our
solution will especially helps the rapidly growing small scale SDN enterprise
which are always pragmatic with Information Technology resources allocation
and prudent with spending of their financial resources.
• To analyze the switch diversities and dependencies is of great concern, as well
as is becoming essential to have a design imperative to analyze the switch per-
formance. We provide an analytical evaluation of SDN switch using M/Geo/1
model. We show theoretically that high packet arrival rate, number of rules,
and position of rules have significant impact on the performance of SDN switch,
which further affects the switch CPU utilization.
We can use this model for the sole purpose of analyzing the average response
time of SDN switch that needs to process packet without the switch-controller
interaction. Furthermore, this helps to give insights as how much data can be
pumped into the network given the average delay requirements.
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